In this study, we describe some Network Design Problems (NDPs) as well as the network flowbased improvement algorithm for neighbourhood search defined by cycles. The main part of the study is structured around the formulation of the expected duration of stay in the educational system as a NDP. The fundamental matrix of the absorbing Markov chain is employed in computing the expected duration of each flow in the system. We shall illustrate the new graphtheoretic formulation for the educational system using datasets from a university setting. The paper concludes with suggestions for future directions of research.
INTRODUCTION
Network Design Problems (NDPs) require the study of graph theory. A graph G consists of a set of vertices and edges (or arcs). Generally, a graph G is denoted as ) ,
where V is a set of vertices, E is a set of edges and A is a set of arcs or directed edges (Amponsah et al., 2010) . 
for some 0 ≥ ρ , where s and t are the source and sink nodes respectively. The property expressed by equation (1) , then we have a circulation. Various forms of circulation models have been studied (Hassin, 1981a) . This paper seeks to expose network design problems. We strongly feel that wide exposure to, and continued awareness of, the diversity of network design problems can help increase the network analyst's range of choice among methods to formulate network-based problems. We shall also illustrate how transitions in the educational system can be viewed as a network design.
RELATED WORKS
Networks arise in numerous fields of human endeavour. Ahuja (1982) presented the design and analysis of computer communication networks. Borndorfer (2008) discussed planning problems in public transit using network optimization models. Hillier and Lieberman (2005) enumerated areas where network representations are employed to include: production, distribution, project planning, facilities location, resource management and financial planning.
In the planning, scheduling and control of projects, Critical Path Method (CPM) and Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) have been employed for activities with deterministic durations and probabilistic durations, respectively. CPM and PERT are network-based methods designed to provide analytic means for scheduling activities of a project (Taha, 2002) . Osagiede and Ekhosuehi (2009) determined the optimum travelling cost to several schools with emphasis on the most preferred travelling mode for a household using network design. Ahuja et al. (2003) presented neighbourhood search defined by cycles as well as the application of cyclic exchange neighbourhood search to airline fleet assignment, multicommodity flow and minimum cost flow problems.
Many network optimization problems of practical interest are NP-hard, that is, the existence of an algorithm that finds an optimal solution in polynomial time is very unlikely. For this reason, nearly optimal solutions (within a reasonable computational time) to such NP-hard problems are obtained by employing heuristic (approximation) algorithms. There are also improvement algorithms. An improvement algorithm is a heuristic algorithm that generally starts with a feasible solution and iteratively tries to obtain a better solution. Hassin and Tamir (1986) , for instance, mentioned that problems that are NP-hard on general graphs can be solved efficiently on trees by polynomial algorithms. Such polynomial algorithms rely on the existence of an efficient construction that recursively generates larger components from previous ones, and terminate with a given tree.
In the remaining part of this section, we shall discuss some network design problems including NP-hard problems under various subheadings and propose a network optimization problem for the educational system.
The maximum flow problem
The maximum flow problem is one of the most fundamental problems in network flow theory and has been investigated extensively. Hassin (1981b) Basically, the maximum flow problem is to determine a flow F for which ρ in equation (2) is maximized. Ahuja and Orlin (1989) tabulated a list of maximum flow algorithms in literature and their running times. There are also preflow-push algorithms for the maximum flow problem. Preflow-push algorithms maintain a preflow at every step and proceed by pushing the node excess closer to the sink using only local information. The iterative steps involve choosing an active node to send its excess closer to the sink until the network contains no active nodes. A fast and simple excess scaling algorithm was developed by Ahuja and Orlin (1989) for maximum flow problems. The algorithm ensures that flows from active nodes with sufficiently large excesses are pushed to nodes with sufficiently small excesses while never letting the excesses become too large.
The minimum spanning tree problem
Given the nodes of a network and the length for each potential links (or any other alternative measures for the length of a link such as distance, cost, and time). The problem associated with linking the nodes of the network directly or indirectly using shortest length of connecting branches is referred to as the minimum spanning tree problem. Algorithms for the minimum spanning tree problem are found in Hillier and Lieberman (2005) and Taha (2002) .
The shortest route problem
The shortest route problem involves finding the shortest route between a source and the destination in a transportation network. Floyd's algorithm is one method that can be used to determine the shortest route between any two nodes in a network. 
as the distance from node
where n is the number of stages in the system arising from the decomposition of the − n variable problem (Sharma, 2009; Taha, 2002) . In the dynamic programming approach, there is also a backward recursive equation for the shortest route problem. The minimum balance problem The minimum balance problem is formulated as follows: Let G be a digraph and
The Survivable Network Design problem
are optimally balance: for any subset of vertices, the minimum slack on an entering edge should be equal to the minimum slack on a leaving edge. The minimum balance problem was applied by Albrecht et al., (2003) to the design of logic chips and its solution was obtained via a parametric shortest path algorithm.
The minimum cost flow problem
The minimum cost flow problem holds a central position among network optimization models, because it encompasses a broad class of application and it can be solved extremely efficiently. Suppose Another approach to this problem using treesearch algorithm is found in Hassin (1983) . 
, that is, the elements of A corresponding to the nodes of W are all in different subsets. There is a one-toone cost-preserving correspondence between cyclic exchanges for the partitioning problem and subset-disjoint cycles in the improvement graph. In particular, for every negative cost cyclic exchange, there is a negative cost subsetdisjoint cycle in the improvement graph. It is important to mention here that the problem of finding a negative cost subset-disjoint cycle is NP-hard (Ahuja et al., 2003) .
The Travelling Salesman's Problem
The Travelling Salesman's Problem (TSP) basically deals with a salesman starting at a certain city who wants to find a route of minimum length, which traverses each of the destination cities exactly once and leads him back to the starting city. Amponsah et al., (2010) formulated the TSP as a graph problem as follows: Given an undirected complete graph ) , ( E V K n = and edge weights
where n is the cardinality of the set of vertices V . The task is to find a Hamiltonian cycle with minimum weight in n K . The authors solved the TSP by computing the total cost for distinct circuits so as to select the one with minimum cost.
Formulation of the expected duration of stay in the educational system as a NDP
The educational system is a well-known hierarchical system in literature (Gani, 1963; Ekhosuehi and Osagiede, 2011) . In analyzing flows in the educational system, the Markov chain model is often employed (Osagiede and Ekhosuehi, 2006; Nicholls, 2009) . In this subsection, we shall formulate the minimum period of stay in the educational system using graphtheoretic concepts.
Consider a digraph
( )
with a set ofV vertices (which are the levels in the educational system) and a set E of edges (which are the arrows indicating the flows) such that each unique edge In practice, the policy framework in the educational system may allow new entrants into specific grades of the system so that the starting point * i is not unique. Furthermore, the maximum duration for a student to complete the programme may be fixed so much so that any student who exceeds the maximum period allowed is withdrawn from the system. Similarly, the minimum duration for a student to graduate is fixed. In this light, the problem associated with the duration of stay in the system is formulated as a NDP by minimizing the expected duration of each path that leads to graduation as:
) ( max * 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We shall illustrate the use of graph theory by considering a six-year-graded academic programme of a university setting in Nigeria with a set of levels 
, and for
. The reason for this is that, in the programme, there is no repetition of levels except at the apex level and there is no demotion.
Thus, the inverse relation
We can graph the relation R ◊ on the set
by drawing an arrow from each element i to each element j , whenever i is related to j. The resulting graph is depicted in Fig. 1 .
The transition diagram in Figure 1 is a digraph e denotes an aggregation of referred cases with the provision that the maximum number a student can repeat is not exceeded.
Data was obtained for the academic programme for a period of six sessions from the approved results by Senate of the institution. We represent the data in the following flow matrices and vectors: 
The transition matrix A is called the absorbing Markov chain as it contains an absorbing state. We shall then estimate the transition probabilities of A from the flow matrices using the maximum likelihood method described in Zanakis and Maret (1980) . Thus we obtain the canonical form of A as , and so on before completing the programme. The same explanation holds for a student in Years 3, 4, 5 and 6. However, in Year 6, a student is expected to spend over one session and a semester because the entries in the sixth column are greater than one. Thus there is a delay in Year 6. The delay in Year 6 may be occasioned by the graduating requirement where students are expected to accumulate a minimum of 130 credit passes and therefore repeat all failed courses at the lower level(s).
From the foregoing, we obtain the expected duration of each starting point that leads to graduation as: The implication of this result is that students admitted through Year 1 are expected to complete the programme earlier than new entrants into Year 2.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented several aspects of NDPs with particular reference to the formulation of the expected duration of stay in the educational system as a NDP. We have also mentioned preflow-based algorithms without pointing-out the length of time in executing such algorithms as a snag. An improvement on the length of time for preflow-based algorithms and effective implementation of the resulting algorithm to a real-world system are topics for further research. Another grey area is the maximum flow problem on a network where the nodes are partitioned so much so that ) , ( A N G = is such that 
